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Manifestation of coherent effects in the conductivity
of superconductorÕinsulatorÕnormal-metalÕinsulatorÕsuperconductor junctions

I. P. Nevirkovets,* S. E. Shafranjuk,† and J. B. Ketterson‡

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208, USA
~Received 30 December 2002; revised manuscript received 11 April 2003; published 25 July 2003!

An experimental and theoretical study is presented of coherent effects in electron transport in the double-
barrier SINIS junctions~where S, I, and N denote a superconductor, insulator, and normal metal, respectively!.
The appearance of a steplike subgap structure in the current-voltage characteristics of the
Nb/Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb superconducting junctions at a voltageV;DNb /e ~whereDNb is the supercon-
ducting energy gap of Nb! is interpreted as a manifestation of a nonequilibrium supercurrent atfinite dc bias
voltage ~Finite-Bias Josephson Effect!. The origin of this effect lies in the energy-band structure associated
with a set of macroscopic quantum states characteristic of a SINIS junction. Specifically, the junction can have
an energy level near energyDNb , which provides an additional channel for dc Josephson current atV
;DNb /e. In addition, sharp features in the conductivity at a voltage near the gap-sum voltage were observed
in both SINIS and SINININIS junctions, implying correlated quasiparticle tunneling in multiple-barrier junc-
tions. Our theoretical model provides a good qualitative description of the quasiparticle conductivity, including
narrow peaks at finite voltage and a zero-voltage anomaly observed on some samples, and suggests an alter-
native explanation of a feature interpreted earlier as gap-difference feature associated with the tunneling
extraction of quasiparticles from the middle Al layer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.024514 PACS number~s!: 74.50.1r, 74.78.Fk, 73.40.Gk
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, systems based on an SNS structure~where
S is a superconductor and N is a normal metal!, in which the
phase-coherence is preserved~in at least one dimension! over
a distance comparable to the BCS coherence length,jBCS,
have been extensively studied.1–3 In such a system, the
phase-coherent transport occurs as a consequence of p
correlated Andreeev reflections~AR! at both the SN and NS
interfaces, but is strongly dependent on the device geom
and its interaction with the environment. If the size of the
layer is also comparable tojBCS, the AR and the electron
hole interference inside the potential well~formed by the
minimum of the pairing potential between the S electrod!
leads to localized Andreev bound-state~ABS! levels4,5 with
quantized energiesEn , which may carry a supercurrent. Ex
perimental and theoretical work on phase-coherent trans
in SNS systems1 includes studies of the energy dependen
of the Andreev reflection processes,6 and proposals to prob
the ABS levels directly.7,8 However, to our knowledge, no
clear experimental evidences of a connection between
supercurrent and the ABS has been obtained up to now.

Introducing insulating barriers I at the interfaces betwe
S and N substantially changes the properties of the sys
For most of the SINIS junctions studied, the transparency
the insulating barriers is less than unity, by several order
magnitude. In this case, the contribution to the conductiv
involving AR is usually regarded as small; it is assumed t
the AR at the two interfaces are uncorrelated, so that in o
to transfer a Cooper pair~CP! through the composite IN
barrier, the probabilities of the two sequential AR are mu
plied, yielding a very low resultant probability. However,
was argued by the present authors that this probability m
be greatly enhanced if the AR at the two interfaces
0163-1829/2003/68~2!/024514~14!/$20.00 68 0245
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coherent.9 The physical idea is based on the fact that t
Andreev reflection occurs on a relatively long-distance sc
jBCS@pF

21 (pF being the Fermi momentum!. Then, if thick-
nessdN of the middle N layer is comparable tojBCS, the
electron-hole interference may form a standing wave wit
wave vectorqs.pe2ph;1/jBCS!pF . For dN;1/qs , the
standing wave corresponds to a resonant ABS energy l
EA ~in general, there is a set of standing waves with energ
En). Transmission via resonant levels is expected to be m
more efficient than transitions via the continuum states.
this reason, the critical Josephson current may be enha
in systems with sharp ABS. Experimental evidence of su
coherent effects in Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junctions
was recently reported.10–13 Specifically, an anomalous Jo
sephson critical currentI c

(0) ~Ref. 10!, a subgap structure,11

and an unusual behavior under high-frequen
irradiation12,14,15have been observed. Coherent effects in
SINIS junctions were also considered theoretically.9,10,16,17In
spite of this work, the excitation spectrum and pha
coherent transport in such junctions deserves further st
Furthermore, SINIS junctions represent a rich physical s
tem, and are potentially useful for many applications.

An interesting steplike structure was observed recently
the vicinity of voltageDNb /e ~hereDNb is the energy gap of
Nb! in the current-voltage characteristics~CVC! of
Nb/Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junctions.10,11 A similar fea-
ture, and in the same voltage region, was later reported
Bartolomeet al.18 It was suggested that the feature is relat
to phase-coherent transport; specifically, it may be the fi
direct observation of a resonant dc supercurrent carried b
ABS.11 An important test of the ABS origin of this feature
provided by its response to a magnetic fieldH. In a recent
work, we reported on a measurement of the magnetic-fi
dependence of the height of the step,I c

(1) , with improved
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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NEVIRKOVETS, SHAFRANJUK, AND KETTERSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024514 ~2003!
resolution,13 so that comparison with the theory could b
made more reliably. In the present work, we report a deta
theoretical interpretation of the effect. The theory has a
been extended to treat the system self-consistently. A num
cal calculation of theI c

(1)(H) dependence is carried out bas
on the theory, and a comparison with the experimental da
made.

The proposed theoretical interpretation is also capabl
describing other features we have observed in Nb/Al ba
junctions with the SINIS and SINININIS structure: a zer
bias anomaly and sharp peaks in the vicinity of volta
2DNb /e. A zero-bias anomaly has been observed on a n
ber of mesoscopic systems,19–22 including sandwich-type
superconductor-semiconductor-superconductor junct
with the SINIS structure,23 and is commonly regarded a
evidence for phase-coherent transport.

According to our observations, a narrow peak~sometimes
a few peaks! in the conductivity at a voltage 2D/e is a char-
acteristic property of SINIS-type structures. To our know
edge, there is no satisfactory explanation as to why the w
of such a peak~or peaks! can be considerably less than th
width of the BCS singularity}E/AE22D2 ~whereE is the
quasiparticle energy andD is the superconducting energ
gap!; this fact is naturally explained by our theory as a ma
festation of coherent effects in the quasiparticle transport
addition, it follows from our theoretical model that a featu
in the CVC regarded earlier as a manifestation of an extre
gap enhancement in Al due to tunnel extraction
quasiparticles,24 can more naturally be explained as a res
of ‘‘doubling’’ of an energy level situated nearD.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
experimental results on the transport properties of our ju
tions. In Sec. III we formulate a theoretical model to expla
the phenomena observed. The calculations suggest that
SINIS junction with a very thinN layer~of order a coherence
lengthjBCS, in S) and moderate barrier transparencya, the
ABS structure consists of a set of narrow and well resolv
energy levels. The level atV.DNb /e is responsible for a
supercurrent channel, a phenomenon which we call
Finite-Bias Josephson Effect~FBJE!. In Sec. IV, we discuss
our experimental data and theoretical results in more de
Our conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Novel subgap step

The experiments were carried out on SINIS junctio
where S and N are Nb and Al, respectively. Details on
fabrication of the structures can be found elsewhere.10 The
junctions were characterized by measuring the CVC betw
the Nb electrodes.

Figure 1~a! shows the CVC at 1.9 K of a
Nb/Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junction with a thicknessdAl
57 nm, measured at different values of the magnetic fielH
applied parallel to the structure layers~curves 1–5 are for 0
6, 40, 54, and 100 G, respectively; curves 1–4 are displa
from curve 5 and from each other along the current axis b
mA for clarity!. The CVC display a steplike feature in th
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neighborhood ofV5DNb /e, which appears as the temper
ture is lowered below;3 K. The step is sensitive to a wea
magnetic field; it disappears aboveH;100 G @curve 5 in
Fig. 1~a!#, suggesting it is related to coherent transport. T
step may have a fine structure, as can be seen from Fig.~b!.
Here, a portion of the CVC@see curve 2 in Fig. 1~a!# is
shown on a magnified scale for clarity. Obviously, the s
has multiple branches with hysteretic switching betwe
them as the current is changed. The direction of the cur
development is shown by arrows.

Some other properties of the step are as follows:~1! the
position of the step moves towards lower voltages as
temperature is decreased;~2! there is a portion with negative
differential resistance at the foot;~3! the height of the step
I c

(1) ~measured from the background quasiparticle curren
the top! is modulated byH; and~4! the period of the modu-
lation, dH, appears to be closely correlated with that for t
zero-voltage supercurrentI c

(0) @see Fig. 2~a!#. These proper-
ties distinguish the step from the ordinary ‘‘gap steps’’ th
appear in the CVC of SIS8IS stacks due to inductive cou
pling between the junctions25–27 ~in our case, one might as
sume that the superconducting energy gap is induced in
middle N layer, so that a SINIS junction might be regard
as SIS8 and S8IS junctions connected in series!. An addi-
tional and remarkable difference between the SINIS ju
tions and the stacks just mentioned25–27 is that even if the
transparency of the two barriers differs by a factor of two
so, all the significant features in the CVC are closely co
fined to voltagesDNb /e and 2DNb /e.

We now turn to the observed diffraction patterns, p
sented in Fig. 2~a!.28 It is important that the main periodicity
of the I c

(1)(H) dependence~solid circles! coincides closely
with the periodicity of theI c

(0)(H) dependence~open circles!.

FIG. 1. ~a! Typical current-voltage characteristic~CVC! of a
Nb/Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junction at 1.9 K atH50, 6 G, 40
G, 54 G, and 100 G~curves 1–5, respectively!. Upper curves are
shifted from each other along the current axis by 2 mA for clar
~b! Magnified portion of the CVC measured at 6 G onshowing that
the step has multiple branches.
4-2
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MANIFESTATION OF COHERENT EFFECTS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024514 ~2003!
This confirms that the phases of the superconducting~SC!
wave functions in the external S electrodes are strongly
related while the junction is biased at the step. The situa
would be different if inductive coupling were the on
mechanism of interaction between the junctions, e.g., in
SIS8 IS stack26; in that case, if one of the junctions switche
to the resistive state, perioddH of the second junction~still
being in the SC state! would be considerably longer, if S8 is
much thinner than the London penetration depth25 ~the case
relevant here!.

Finally, we consider the temperature dependence of
step. Although the step becomes clearly noticeable in
CVC at a temperature slightly above 2 K, its trace can
found at higher temperatures in the differential conductan
Fig. 3~a! shows typical CVC of a sample described abo
~cf. Fig. 1! at 3.0 K in the absence of an applied magne
field; at first sight, it seems to be smooth, but its derivat
@see Fig. 3~b!, solid curve# displays a sharp feature near
voltageV5DNb /e. At this temperature, the energy gap of t
Nb films used in our experiments should be 1.34 mV~as
estimated from the Nb-based SIS junctions!. Taking this
value, one can infer from the experimental curve@solid curve
in Fig. 3~b!# that the first sharp feature is situated at a sligh
higher voltage of 1.35 mV, whereas the second sharp fea
is situated at 2.37 mV, which is lower than expected 2DNb /e.
The physical basis of such a behavior is suggested in
discussion presented below. Here we note that the fea
nearV5DNb /e @cf. Fig. 3~b!# is observed far above the crit
cal temperature of the Al middle layer, which is estimated
be Tc

Al.1.7 K for the samples under consideration.
Step heightI c

(1) was measured in detail as a function
temperature for the samples described in Ref. 11. In Fig
the dependence is shown for two identical samples~solid and
open circles!. There is a ‘‘tail’’ at higher temperatures and
sharp rise in the vicinity of;2 K, which is reminiscent of

FIG. 2. ~a! Fraunhofer patternsI c
(0)(H) ~open circles! and

I c
(1)(H) ~solid circles! of the same Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb

device as Fig. 1, measured at 1.9 K. Lines are guides for the eye~b!
Shown also are the theoretical dependencesI c

(1)(H) ~curves 1,2!
and I c

(0)(H) ~curve 3!. Curve 2 does not take into account a ter
proportional to sin(w/21w3), whereas curve 1 does.
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the temperature dependence of the zero-voltage Josep
current ~see, e.g., Refs. 10,29!. This observation suggest
that the increase of the step height may be associated
superconducting correlations in the Al layer starting bel
;2 K. Our theoretical calculations~discussed below! sup-
port such an interpretation~solid curve in Fig. 4!. As in the
former case~cf. Fig. 3!, the anomalous current step persis
even at temperatures significantly higher than the estima
critical temperatureTc

Al of superconducting Al~which should
not exceed 2 K for the rather ‘‘dirty’’ Al used in these par-
ticular samples.11,30! Therefore, the origin of the step is no
immediately related to intrinsic superconductivity of th
middle Al layer.

B. ‘‘Quasiparticle’’ conductivity: sharp features near 2 DÕe
and zero-bias anomaly

In order to measure the conductivity of SINIS junctio
over a wide range of voltages, we have fabricated some ju

FIG. 3. ~a! Current-voltage characteristic~CVC! of the same
junction ~cf. Fig. 1! at 3 K (H50). ~b! Differential conductivity
corresponding to the above CVC, which displays the sharp fea
at V.DNb /e, a precursor of the novel supercurrent step, and
sharp and narrow peak atV.2DNb /e ~solid curve!. Theoretical
differential conductivities for the SINIS and an equivalent SIS jun
tion are shown by the dashed curve and the dash-dotted cu
respectively.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the height of the magn
field-sensitive step,I c

(1)(H). Solid and open circles are for two
identical samples. The solid curve shows the theoretical depend
calculated forTc

Al51.9 K, Z50.3, anddN5jBCS.
4-3
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NEVIRKOVETS, SHAFRANJUK, AND KETTERSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024514 ~2003!
tions with lower transparency of the barriers as compa
with the junctions described above. This weakens the co
ent effects~so that, e.g., a step structure nearDNb /e does not
appear in the CVC, at least in the temperature range use
the experiment!, but allows us to reduce undesirable heati
effects, and thereby, to measure the CVC up to voltages
siderably larger than the gap-sum voltage. Figure 5 sh
the differential conductivity of a Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /
Al/Nb junction with a thicknessdAl56 nm at different tem-
peratures in the range from 9.5 K to 1.8 K~curves from top
to bottom, respectively!.

The most pronounced feature of thedI(V)/dV depen-
dence is a narrow peak near a voltage 2DNb /e, which ap-
pears on a broad maximum also present near the same
age. These two maxima are characteristic of the SIN
junctions we measured. As can be inferred from Fig. 5,
width of the narrow peak is significantly less than the wid
of a BCS gap-sum singularity as it appears in ordinary S
tunnel junctions~where its width, in the absence of spati
variations and anisotropy of the energy gap, is determined
temperature smearing!. This experimental fact suggests th
coherent effects may play a role in the quasiparticle cond
tivity, producing sharp features.

In some cases~like that shown in Fig. 5!, the peak splits
in two at sufficiently low temperatures, so that an additio
sharp maximum appears atV,2DNb /e, which was earlier
explained as the result of a nonequilibrium stimulation
superconductivity in the middle Al film.24,31 The ‘‘gap-
difference’’ feature in the CVC of SINIS junctions was als
discussed by one of us,32 where an alternative interpretatio
of its appearance was suggested.

Moreover, a similar narrow peak was also observed
Nb/Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junctions
with the SINININIS structure, which have been fabricat

FIG. 5. Conductivity of a Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junc-
tion at various temperatures. Curves from top to bottom are for:
K, 8.5 K, 7.5 K, 6.5 K, 5.5 K, 4.5 K, 3.5 K, 2.5 K, and 1.8 K. Lef
inset: zero-bias feature~shown on a magnified scale! related with
the onset of the Josephson current at 1.8 K. Upper curve is foH
50; lower curve is forH5200 G. Right inset: zero-bias featur
which is not related with the Josephson effect~shown on a magni-
fied scale for the 5.5 K curve!. For clarity, curves in the main figure
are displaced from each other by 0.5 units upward along the dI /dV
axis and by 0.3 mV from left to right~starting from the 9.5 K curve!
along the voltage axis.
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using nominally the same oxidation dosage for barrier f
mation as the SINIS junctions. The conductivity of the fou
barrier junctions at various temperatures is shown in Fig
The zero-bias feature related with Josephson tunneling
pears at 2 K~see the bottom curve in Fig. 6!, and a peak at
V.2DNb /e is present, but weaker than that in the doub
barrier junctions. The overall shape of the conductivity, w
a broad maximum and a peak atV.2DNb /e, is very similar
to the conductivity of the double-barrier junctions. It shou
be noted that in the case of a SINIS junction, the fact that
position of a steep portion of the CVC roughly correspon
to 2D/e, may be naively explained as the result of in-ser
connected SIN and NIS junctions~where the resistance o
the N film can be neglected!. Such an oversimplified inter
pretation fails in case of a SINININIS junction, because,
all the junctions were connected in series, two additional~as
compared to the SINIS structure! tunnel barriers would con-
tribute significantly to the resistance of the system, so t
the gap-related features in the total CVC would be shifted
a considerably higher voltage than 2D/e. However, this is
not the case in the experiment on our Nb/Al-based junctio
obviously, a narrow peak associated with 2DNb /e is posi-
tioned at roughly the same voltage for both the two-barr
and four-barrier junctions. We suggest that this behavio
due to a weak, but still present, correlated quasiparticle t
neling between theS electrodes in a multiple-barrier SINI
NINIS junction. Indeed, such a correlated tunneling is e
pected to be much stronger in the SINIS junctions.

The temperature dependence of the voltage at which
main sharp peak appears,Vp , is shown in Fig. 7; it follows
the temperature dependence of the BCS energy gap~shown
in Fig. 7 as a solid line! reasonably well, indicating that th
peak is indeed a gap-related feature. For better compari
both dependences are given in normalized units:Vp is nor-
malized to its value at 2 K, whereas the energy gap is n
malized to its value at 0 K.

At higher temperatures, thedI(V)/dV dependence of
SINIS junctions displays a maximum at zero voltage, wh
becomes less pronounced at lower temperatures. This z
bias peak is shown on magnified scale for the 5.5 K curve
the right-hand inset of Fig. 5. The feature is theoretica
interpreted below as a consequence of elastic elect

.5

FIG. 6. Conductivity of a Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /Al/AlO x /
Al/AlO x /Al/Nb junction at various temperatures. Curves from t
to bottom are for: 8.5 K, 8.0 K, 7.0 K, 6.0 K, 5.0 K, 4.0 K, 3.0 K
and 2.0 K.
4-4
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MANIFESTATION OF COHERENT EFFECTS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024514 ~2003!
impurity scattering which can modify the electron density
states at zero energy. Such a zero-bias anomaly is we
dependent on the magnetic field. This behavior distinguis
it from the zero-voltage feature associated with the ordin
Josephson effect, which is not present in the same temp
ture range, and appears as a sharp peak only at 1.8 K~the
lowest temperature available in the experiment!. The latter
feature is shown on a magnified scale in the left-hand inse
Fig. 5. The upper curve is for zero magnetic field, and
lower curve is measured in a magnetic field of 200 G app
parallel to the junction plane; one can see that the featur
significantly suppressed by the field.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section, we develop a theoretical model for SIN
junctions, which describes the basic coherent phenomena
served in the experiment. Although the actual junction geo
etry is, in reality, SNININS rather than SINIS~due to the Al
layers used to form the AlOx barriers!, we will use the latter
geometry to simplify the theoretical model. Such an appro
mation is based on the following reasoning. The net sup
current through the junction depends on the anomal
Green functionf (x) integrated overzp ~wherex is the coor-
dinate perpendicular to the junction plane, andzp is the elec-
tron kinetic energy!. For relatively low-transparency barrier
~i.e., for a!1, wherea is the barrier transparency!, the su-
percurrent is expressed via productf 1f 2

† , where functionsf 1

and f 2
† are calculated in the vicinity of the interface but o

FIG. 7. Experimental temperature dependence of the volt
corresponding to a narrow peak atV.2DNb /e ~dots! ~cf. Fig. 6!.
Solid curve corresponds to the BCS temperature dependence o
Nb energy gap~normalized by a maximum value at 0 K! for Tc

Nb

59.0 K. Experimental data are normalized by the peak voltag
2.0 K.
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opposite sides of it; the spatial behavior off (x) is then quite
sensitive to the magnitude ofa. For high-transparency SN
and NS interfaces~formed by external Nb electrodes and th
adjacent Al layers! we assumea<1; the pair amplitude is
then almost continuous at the interface, and such a SN~NS!
sandwich can be regarded as a purely S electrode. On
other hand, at the SIN and NIS interfaces, wherea!1, the
value of f (x) drops significantly. When a bias voltage
applied across the whole device, it drops almost entirely
the SIN and NIS interfaces~but not at the outermost SN an
NS interfaces!. Therefore, in our case, a simpler SINIS g
ometry can well represent the actual SNININS structure.

Our approach is based on the quasiclassical, nonsta
ary, real-time Eilenberger33 equations~EE!:

2 i S hvF

]

]x
1

]

]t Dg5D̃~x,t !Im f 1TR~E,t ! ~1!

and

2 i S hvF

]

]x
12eiAz1

]

]t D f

52D̃~x,t !g22Ẽ~x,t ! f 1PR~E,t ! ~2!

completed by a similar equation forf †. In Eqs.~1! and ~2!,
g(E,x,h,t) and f (E,x,h,t) are normal and anomalous re
tarded Green functions, respectively, integrated over the
netic electron energyzp . Here, h5cosu ~where u is the
angle between the electron momentump and thex̂-axis!, Az
is the vector potential~associated with an in-plane magnet
field!, Ẽ5E1 i ^g&/2t i , D̃5D1 i ^ f &/2t i ~where ^•••&
means the averaging over angles of the electron momen
p andt i is the elastic scattering time!,

D~ t !5
l~x!

2 E dE Re@ f ~E,x,t !#@122nE~ t !#, ~3!

l(x) is the coupling constant,nE(t) is the nonequilibrium
electron distribution function~which generally may also de
pend on timet), andg22 f 251. TR(E,t) and PR(E,t) ac-
count for the inelastic interaction of electrons with phono
Such terms originate from the electron-phonon interact
introduced into Eqs.~1! and~2! by using the electron-phono
retarded self energy34 SR(p,E,t). In this way, one may
write, e.g., the electron-phonon interaction termPe-ph

R as

e

the

at
Pe-ph
R ~E,E2v!5E dteivtPe-ph

R ~E,t !5
1

8
N~0!k2~x!E dVp8E dv1„$Dp2p8

K
~v1!@g~v2E1v1! f ~v2E!2 f ~v2E1v1!

3g~v2E!#1Dp2p8
A

~v1!@gK~v2E1v1! f ~v2E!2 f K~v2E1v1!g~v2E!#%d~v!2$Dp2p8
K

~v1!

3@g~E! f ~E2v1!2 f ~E!g~E2v1!#1Dp2p8
A

~v1!@gK~E! f ~E2v1!2 f K~E!g~E2v1!#%d~2v!…; ~4!
4-5
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NEVIRKOVETS, SHAFRANJUK, AND KETTERSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024514 ~2003!
similar expressions can be written forTR(E,t). In Eq. ~4!,
k(x) is the electron-phonon interaction constant~which de-
pends on coordinatex), index K denotes the Keldysh
function,34 and all functionsg and f are diagonal in the en
ergy variable. Equation~4! is in some ways very similar to
the electron-phonon collision integral.34 The only difference
between the electron-phonon collison integral34 and interac-
tion termPe-ph

R is that the former describes recombination
quasiparticles to the equilibrium state, while the latter d
scribes the influence of inelastic electron-phonon interacti
on the dynamics ofg andf. Strictly speaking, functionsg and
f entering Eq.~4! should be obtained as self-consistent so
tions of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. But, for the sake of simplicity, we
adopt here the interaction time approximation; th
TR(E,t). i ^g&/2tE andPR(E,t). i ^ f &/2tE , wheretE is the
energy-dependent inelastic electron-phonon scattering tim34

determined using the above Eq.~4! in each particular elec
trode.

We will assume that the thickness of our Al-oxide laye
is dB'1 nm. This value is comparable tokF

21 in metals,
wherekF is the Fermi wave vector. Since the thickness of
middle N layer satisfiesdN.jBCS@kF

21 , one getsdB!dN .
In this case the interface jump of the quasiclassical Gr
functions is computed from special boundary conditions.35–37

One can simplify Eqs.~1! and ~2! by assuming that the ab
solute valueuD̃(x)u and phasex(x,t) of the SC order param
eter D̃(x,t) vary on different scales. Specifically, since bi
voltage V5(2p/F0)* tdtw(t) drops entirely on atomic
scaledB;kF

21 , the spatial dependence ofx(x,t) inside each
SC layer may be neglected. Here the Josephson phase d
ence isw5x12x2; henceforth, indices 1 and 2 refer to le
and right S electrodes, respectively. Therefore, with go
precision, one may setD̃(x,t).uD̃(x)ueix(t) in Eq. ~2!. In
this approximation time derivatives]/]t in Eqs.~1! and ~2!
act only onw(t), while the spatial derivatives result from th
variation of ‘‘pairing potential’’D̃(x) over a ‘‘slow’’ spatial
scale;jBCS@a. Sharp jumps ofD̃(x) and the appearance o
a finite V(t) at the interfaces are taken into account by a
plying appropriate boundary conditions.35 When calculating
the discontinuity in the Green functions at the interfaces,
should take into account their dependence on time@in other
words, the nondiagonal corrections of kind;g(E,E6V),
whereV is the frequency of an ac field#. However, in our
case, wherea!1, such nonstationary corrections may
neglected for the following reasons. First, we only consi
solutions which arehomogeneous in time. Such solutions
describe a system under the influence of an external dc fi
or an ac field of constant amplitude; in most cases, this d
not lead to a nonstationary behavior of the system~although
the electron distribution functionnE may substantially devi-
ate from equilibrium!. Therefore, fora!1, if the system is
homogeneous in time, its properties, on a sufficiently lo
time scalet@1/V, depend only ont2t8, but not ont1t8
~wheret andt8 denote two instants of time!. An exception is
a nonlinear system which can behave chaotically; howe
we do not consider this case here. Thus, for a lo
transparency SINIS junction, the nonstationary behavio
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related to the time dependence of phase differencew(t) only,
while the nonstationary changes inuD̃(x)u and in the electron
excitation spectrum may be neglected.

When a finite-bias voltageVÞ0 is applied across the
junction, the ac Josephson effect takes place. The excita
spectrum in the N layer atVÞ0 can then be computed usin
nonstationary boundary conditions.35–37Following Refs. 35–
37, the expression for the electric current for a lo
transparency interface (a!1) is written in the form

I 52
pF

2

8pE dE

2pE d2rSpt̂z^ha~h!

3~ ĝ1
Rĝ2

K1ĝ1
Kĝ2

A2ĝ2
Rĝ1

K2ĝ2
Kĝ1

A!&h , ~5!

where index ‘‘R(A)’’ denotes retarded~advanced! matrix
Green functions ĝR(A), index ‘‘K ’’ denotes the matrix
Keldysh Green functionĝK, t̂z is the Pauli matrix, index
‘‘1 ~2!’’ corresponds to the right~left! S electrode,h5cosu,
whereu is the angle between the electron momentump and
the x̂-axis, and the brackets in Eq.~5! denote angular aver
aging. MatrixĝR is

ĝR5S g f

2 f * 2gD ,

whereg andf are the normal and anomalous retarded Gree
functions obtained as solutions of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. In the
time domain, the ‘‘product’’ in Eq.~5! is written as

~g1g2!0~ t,t !5E dt8g1~ t,t8!g2~ t8,t !.

Index ‘‘zero’’ on the brackets indicates that all the functio
should be evaluated in the immediate neighborhood of
boundary, whose transparency is taken in zeroth order ina.
The influence of various external fields~including an exter-
nal magnetic field, bias voltage, ac field etc.! is taken into
account by the following gauge transformation:

g~ t,t8!→eix/2g~ t,t8!e2 ix8/2; f ~ t,t8!→eix/2f ~ t,t8!eix8/2,

wherex(t)5w02(2e/\)* tdtV(t) andV is the bias voltage
applied across the junction.

The above Eq.~5! allows us to compute the electric cu
rent across an interface barrier when a finite-bias voltagV
Þ0 is applied. In the limit of low transparency,a!1, the
electric current is expressed in terms of the local elect
density of statesN(E,x)5Reg(E,x), the local Cooper pair
amplitudeM(E,x)5Ref (E,x), and the electron distribu
tion functionnE . The electron transport across the juncti
is determined by the interplay between the ordinary refl
tion and the Andreev reflection. The earlier mentioned p
cesses also modify the electron spectrum in the adja
electrodes. For single-barrier junctions with semi-infin
electrodes~e.g., SIS or NIS!, in most cases, one may use th
equilibrium functions, i.e.,N(E,x)5N0(E)5Eu(E2D)/
AE22D i

2; M(E,x)5M0(E)5D iu(E2D i)/AE22D i
2

~whereD i is the proximity-modified magnitude ofD in the
4-6
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MANIFESTATION OF COHERENT EFFECTS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 024514 ~2003!
i th electrode!, andnE5122nE
F5tanh(E/2T) wherenE

F is the
Fermi function. Although such a simplification works we
for single-barrier junctions, it is not generally applicable f
multibarrier geometries when the proximity interaction ran
exceeds the distance between different interfaces. The e
tric current across a multibarrier junction is then determin
not only by the local interaction at the nearest interface,
also by the interaction which stems from the more dist
interfaces. Such an extension is described in terms ofphase-
correlated Andreev reflection, which makes anadditional
contribution to the total electric current~as compared with
conventional current determined by local processes at e
separate interface!.

In order to simulate the experimental data, we nume
cally solved Eqs.~1! and~2! for the SINIS geometry and fo
arbitrary t i ~but with t i@\/EF). We first obtained an equi
librium solution as a trial input for the nonequilibrium ca
which is considered in the next stage. To find the equilibri
solution, we used the original EE in the Matsuba
representation33 @in Eqs.~1! and~2!, this corresponds to set
ting ]/]t[0, TR50, PR50, nE[tanh(E/2T), and E1 id
→ ivn , wherevn are the Matsubara frequencies#. After per-
forming the Riccati parametrization,39 gvn

5(12aa1)/(1

1aa1) and f vn
52a/(11aa1); the coupled unstable EE

are transformed to stable uncoupled Riccati equations39 that
are easily integrated numerically. One then finds the s
consistent solution40 of Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, and computes the
actual equilibrium profile ofD̃(x). In the next stage, equi
librium solutiongvn

and f vn
is used as a trial input to obtai

functionsg(E,x,h) and f (E,x,h) for a fixed dc voltageV
Þ0 that allows a determination of the local electron dens
of states~EDS! N(E,x), pair amplitudeM(E,x), and elec-
tric current I. The solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2! is obtained
now using the boundary conditions35–37 ~which indeed are
applicable for the two-barrier geometry!. At this stage func-
tionsTR(E,t) andPR(E,t) are finite and, for a trial input, are
determined using Eq.~4! @and using a similar expression fo
TR(E,t)] by substituting the equilibrium function
g(0)(E,x,h) and f (0)(E,x,h) with appropriately shifted en
ergy arguments. The time dependence of the Green funct
and of TR(E,t) and PR(E,t) for our case, wherea!1, is
determined by phase factors of the kind: exp(6iw), where
w52eVt, andV is the bias voltage. In this way one obtain
a numerical solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2! for a fixed finitew
Þ0. Qualitatively, a variation of the electron incidence an
@described by parameterh in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# changes the
spatial scale on which the local electron density of sta
varies. In general, it affects both positionsEn and widthGn
of the ABS levels. In our problem, we have to average o
all possible values ofh; the net result of averaging is a
increase of the width of the ABS energy level~as compared
with the case ofh51).

The local EDS was computed for each layer of a SIN
junction. For the sake of simplicity we setkBTc

S50.57DS and
Tc

N50 @Tc
S(N) is the critical temperature of the bulk S~N!

material#. Junction parameters used in the calculations
the ‘‘clean’’ N layer ~assumingDt i57) are as follows. The
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values of the barrier transparency werea152.531025 and
a2.631025 ~which corresponds toZ150.31 and Z2
50.28, respectively, whereZi5Vi /EF ; Vi is the height of
the i th interface barrier!. These values correspond to our e
perimental conditions, determined by comparing with
single Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/Nb junction fabricated in the same
deposition run, and using an empirical dependence of
Josephson critical current on the oxidation dose.41 The nor-
malized thickness of the N layer,dN /jBCS, is 0.7 ~here and
below, we express the spatial coordinates in units ofjBCS).
The left and right interface barriers are positioned atxB15
20.4 andxB250.4, respectively; the effective width of th
quantum potential well formed by the minimum of the s
perconducting order parameterD(x) in the N electrode is
dN50.9. Typical results of the calculations forh51 are
shown in Fig. 8. Curve 1 is for the local EDS in the left
layer at a distancex/jBCS50.1 from the left barrier, curve 2
shows N(E) inside the N layer atx/jBCS50.1, curve 3
showsN(E) in the right S layer at a distancex/jBCS50.1
from the right barrier, and curve 4 corresponds to the EDS
a bulk superconductor, which coincides with the classic B
density of states. One can see that the local EDS has a s
maximum atE/D.1 ~curves 1–3!; this maximum is much
narrower and higher compared to the BCS maximum in b
~curve 4!. This maximum is related to the position of an AB
level that is not localized in the N layer alone, but whic
spreads over the whole SINIS system. The latter is cl
from the right-hand inset in Fig. 8, where we show the s
tial dependence of the peak height atE.D; the peak height
jumps at interfacesx56dN /(2jBCS), and persists deep into
the S electrodes. Such a result agrees well with known a
lytical results for a SNS junction,42 from which one may
infer that the Green function poles~which correspond to
ABS! coincide for adjacent S and N electrodes fora.1. In
our SINIS junction,a!1; as a result, the poles of the Gree
function in S and N electrodes do not precisely coincide,

FIG. 8. The local electron density of states~EDS!, normalized to
the EDS in the normal state, calculated in the left S, N, and righ
layers~curves 1–3, respectively!; see text for details. Curve 4 cor
responds to EDS deep in the bulk S according to the BCS the
The left-hand inset shows the current-phase relationship for
zero-bias~curve 1! and finite-bias~curve 2! steps. The right-hand
inset shows the maximum of the EDS at the ABS level,N (max), as
a function ofx ~measured from the center of the N layer in the un
of jBCS).
4-7
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NEVIRKOVETS, SHAFRANJUK, AND KETTERSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024514 ~2003!
are still positioned quite close to each other. The res
shown in Fig. 8 correspond to casew50 ~i.e., when no bias
voltage is applied across the SINIS junction!. The calcula-
tions for finitew52eVtÞ0 give a quite similar result with
one exception. Namely, fora!1, we find that the height o
a peak positioned atE/D.1 oscillates versusw, but the
peak position remains fixed. The shape of local EDS cur
does not change qualitatively whenw varies. For this reason
the ABS singularities are also well pronounced in ED
curves averaged over time. In the experiment, we mea
the dc differential tunneling conductivity, which is express
via time averages of local EDS in adjacent electrodes; th
fore, the sharp ABS peaks are clearly observable in the
perimental curves@cf. Figs. 3~b!, 5, and 6#.

The dashed curve in Fig. 3~b! is the differential conduc-
tivity obtained as a result of numerical calculations with
our theoretical model; the dash-dotted curve is the differ
tial conductivity computed using the BCS electron density
states inSelectrodes for an equivalent SIS junction. Here t
value of the Nb energy gap is taken to beDNb51.3 meV.
Other parameters used in the calculations are as follo
t iD56 ~heret i is the electron-impurity scattering time!; the
thickness of the middle N layer isdN50.85 ~measured in
units of the BCS coherence length,jBCS); Z150.3; Z2
50.15 ~where Zi5Vi /EF with Vi being the height ofi th
interface barrier andEF being the Fermi energy!. One can
see that the theoretical curve~dashed curve! well reproduces
the main features observed atDNb /e and at 2DNb /e. Note
that the BCS electron density of states yields a much w
maximum at 2DNb /e ~see the dash-dotted curve! than that in
the experimental curve@solid curve in Fig. 3~b!#.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the ABS level is superi
posed on a regular BCS singularity atE.D inside of the Nb
electrodes. However, according to our calculations, the A
produces a much sharper peak in the local EDS as comp
to the regular BCS singularity~ideally, it produces a diver-
gence; in reality, the divergence is smeared out by finite te
perature and the presence of impurities!. Such a difference is
clearly seen if one compares curve 4~showing the EDS in-
side the bulk Nb without ABS! with curves 1 and 3 in the
main part of Fig. 8.

The local EDS computed for a ‘‘dirty’’ SINIS junction
(Dt i50.7 in the N layer! is shown in Fig. 9 for the N layer
and for the right S electrode~curves 1 and 2, respectively!.
Other parameters used in the calculation are as followsdN
51.2, xB1520.45, xB250.45 ~in units of jBCS, Z150.4,
Z250.2 ~in units ofEF). Curve 3 shows the EDS deep in th
bulk S electrode, which corresponds to the BCS theory
curves 1 and 2, in addition to a peak atE.D, one can see a
peak atE.0, which apparently originates from interferen
between the Andreev and electron-impurity elastic scatter
Similar zero-energy peaks are observed in the experime
curves shown in Fig. 5~the main figure and the right inset!.
As purity parameterDt i decreases, the zero-energy peak
comes more pronounced while the height of a peak p
tioned atE.D tends to decrease.

The electric current was calculated numerically using E
~5!. The computed CVC are in good agreement with exp
mental data~see, e.g., Figs. 1, 2, and 9!. The main features o
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the CVC also follow from the analytical results. The conve
tional dc supercurrent atV50 is expressed by Eq.~5!, where
the retarded~advanced! Green functionĝE

R(A) is obtained as a
stationary equilibrium solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2!. The
Keldysh function for V50 is obtained as ĝE

K5(ĝE
R

2ĝE
A)tanh(E/2T). When the bias voltage is finite~i.e., V

Þ0) such an equilibrium approximation does not work f
two reasons:~i! the retarded~advanced! anomalous Green
function f R(A)(E,w) becomes time dependent becausew de-
pends ont and~ii ! distribution functionnE at finite-bias volt-
ages deviates from equilibrium. As we shall see below,
above-mentioned nonstationary nonequilibrium effects m
lead to qualitatively phenomena not observed earlier, in
double barrier structures. Specifically, they cause a dc
sephson supercurrent at finite-bias voltageV.D. The role of
nonstationary and nonequilibrium effects in a double-bar
junction can be illustrated using the following descriptio
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the voltage-b
regime~i.e., the current is a function of a dc bias voltage,V).
Then, the time dependence of anomalous retarded~or ad-
vanced! function is written simply as f R(A)(E,w)
5 f R(A)(E)exp(i2eVt), where a relationw52eVt is used. In
the energy representation, the nonstationary terms give
additional contribution to the dc current:

dI s
(1)}E dEE v1f 1

R~E2eV,E1eV2v1! f 2
K* ~E2v1 ,E!

5E dEE v1f 1
R~E2eV!d~2eV2v1! f 2

K* ~E2v1 ,E!,

~6!

where we used the expression for the nondiagonal in ene
retarded~advanced! anomalous Green function:

f R~E2eV,E1eV2v1!5 f R~E2eV!d~2eV2v1!.

The anomalous Keldysh Green function entering Eq.~6! is
obtained from the solution of the quantum kinetic equation34

FIG. 9. The local electron density of states~EDS! computed for
Dt i50.7 ~a ‘‘dirty’’ case! in N ~curve 1!, and in the right S layer
~curve 2!, respectively. Other parameters are as follows:dN51.2,
xB1520.45, xB250.45, Z150.4, Z250.2. Curve 3 corresponds t
EDS deeply in the bulkS according to the BCS theory.
4-8
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vF“ĝK1 t̂z

]

]t
ĝK1

]

]t8
ĝKt̂z1L~ t,t8!50, ~7!

where

L~ t,t8!5 i E dt1$Ŝ
RĝK1ŜKĝA2ĝRŜK2ĝKŜA%

and Ŝ is the self-energy which describes the electron int
action with phonons and impurities.34 In the last equation,
we assumed that, for the low-transparency SINIS junct
with dN.jBCS, gradient termvF“ĝK'0, electromagnetic
field vector potentialA(t)'0, andD̂(t)'0 inside N. At the
interfaces, the jump ofĝK is obtained from the nonstationar
boundary conditions.35–37Alternatively, the nonstationary in
fluence of adjacent S electrodes on N may be accounted
by a nonstationary source term introduced into Eq.~7!. Ac-
cording to Refs.35,38, for a low-transparency tunneling inte
face such a term can be written as

Î T~ t,t8!5vT@ ĝ1
Rĝ2

K1ĝ1
Kĝ2

A2ĝ2
Rĝ1

K2ĝ2
Kĝ1

A# t,t8 ,

wherevT is the tunneling frequency. From Eq.~7!, one ob-
tains an expression for the anomalous Keldysh function:

~2E2v! f K~E,E2v!52Dg~E,E2v!1 Î T
12~E,E2v!

1L 12~E,E2v!,

whereÎ T
12 andL 12 stand for the nondiagonal matrix elemen

of Î T andL. From the last equation,f E,E2v
K in N is evaluated

as

f E,E2v
K .

Î T
12~E,E2v!

2E2v1 i /tE

5vT

2

2E2v1 i /tE

3@g1~E! f 2~E2v!dnE1 f 1~E!

3g2~E2v!dnE2v#, ~8!
-

im

02451
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where g1(E) and f 2(E) denote the diagonal inE retarded
normal and anomalous Green functions taken from the
and right sides of the barrier. Equation~7! also gives the
kinetic equation for the nonequilibrium distribution functio
nE in the form:

I T
( i )~E!1L ph

( i )~E!50, ~9!

where the tunneling source in thei th electrode is:38

I T
( i )~E!5vT@gi~E!~n2E2V2nE2V12nE!

1~n2E2V2nE2V!u~E22D2!#.

For the electron-phonon collision integralLph(E) in the i th
electrode, one uses an approximate expression:

L ph
( i )~E!5

gi~E!

tE
S nE2tanh

E

2TD . ~10!

The recombination time of quasiparticles,tE , is strongly
dependent on the energy. In particular, it rises sharply aE
.En , and is much smaller at other energies,EÞEn . There-
fore, the solution of Eq.~9! corresponds to a nonequilibrium
distribution functionnE having a sharp peak at the ABS po
sition, E.En . Then, atV.En , the deviation ofnE from
equilibrium,nE

(0)5tanh(E/2T), is found to be

dnE5nE2tanhS E

2TD.kvTtEd~E2En!, ~11!

where the dimensionless factork depends on the particula
SINIS geometry and electrode purity. Substituting Eq.~11!
into the nondiagonal anomalous function~8! and using it in
term ~6!, one obtains a nonstationary contribution to the
supercurrent of the kind:
dI s
(1)}E dEE v1f 1

R~E2eV!d~2eV2v1! f 2
K* ~E2v1 ,E!

.kvT
2 f 1~En22eV!g2~En!F tEn

uEn2eVu

~En2eV!211/4tEn

2
f 1~En2eV!1

tEn2eVuEn22eVu

~En22eV!211/tEn2eV
2

f 2* ~En2eV!G , ~12!
-

in
el,
where we assumedvTtEn
@1; we also neglected small non

resonant terms. When evaluatingdI s
(1) , one should take into

account the energy dependence of the recombination t
tE , which is quite large at the narrow ABS levelEn . The
sharp energy dependence oftE produces the singularity in
Eq. ~12! at eV5En ~the width of which is;1/tEn

). There is

also a similar singularity ateV5En/2, but it is much less
e,

pronounced as compared to the former one, becausetEn2eV

!tEn
at V5En /e; it might be observed in the CVC of high

transparency double-barrier junctions~not considered here!.
The above expression~12! describes a system wheren

ABS levels are present. As follows from our calculations,
the case of a realistic SINIS junction only one ABS lev
EA , is present atE.D. The singularity in Eq.~12! at
4-9
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NEVIRKOVETS, SHAFRANJUK, AND KETTERSON PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 024514 ~2003!
eV5EA is responsible for the appearance of a new sourc
phase-coherent supercurrent in a SINIS junction, which
observed in the CVC as a current step atV5D/e; we call
this phenomenon the Finite-Bias Josephson Effect~FBJE!.
As follows from the derivation given above, the FBJE orig
nates from a nonequilibrium population of the ABS level
Cooper pairs when an external dc bias voltage is applied

More accurate calculations of the supercurrent were
ried out numerically. The total electric current indeed sho
a two-step structure: the first step being an ordinary dc
sephson current atV50 @associated with the ‘‘energy band
EJ(12cosw), whereEJ is the Josephson coupling energy#,
and the second step being due to the FBJE@associated with
thesecondbandEA8 (w)5*0

wdw8I s
(1)(w8), consistent with the

experimental observation~cf. Fig. 1!#.
Although the effect becomes stronger if the temperatur

decreased below the temperature of the intrinsic super
ducting transition of the N layer, the anomalous curre
(} f 1f 2

†) persists even ifpairing potentialD(x) vanishes in
N, becausef (x) ~related to thepair amplitude! remains finite
due to the proximity effect.

Our self-consistent solution@taking into account ‘‘smear-
ing out’’ of D(x) at the interfaces# shows that the position o
the ABS level is rather insensitive to changes of the Al
terlayer thickness; i.e., even if the thicknessdN significantly
deviates fromjS, the position of the ABS level will not
strongly deviate fromD/e. This result is in agreement with
the experiment. On the contrary, a non-self-consistent
proach @using, e.g., solution of the Bogolyubov equatio
and a sharpD(x) profile# results in a high sensitivity of the
energy-level structure to the thickness of the Al interlay
Qualitatively, the favored position of the ABS level atEA
.D arises from the well-known fact that for smalls, the
probability of the AR is maximum atE.D,43 and is small at
other energies.

MagnitudesI c
(0) andI c

(1) for the steps in the critical super
current ~observed in the experimental CVC atV50 andV
.D/e, respectively! depend onH in an oscillatory way,
since they are proportional to the nonequilibrium populat
of CP on the ABS level atE.EA . The experimentalI c

(1)(H)
dependence is understood if one considers anharmonic t
in the expression for I (1)(w): I (1)(w)5I c

(1a)sin(w1w1)
1Ic

(1b)sin(2w1w2)1Ic
(1c)sin(w/21w3), where I c

(1a) and I c
(1b)

are determined numerically atV.D/e @see the left inset in
Fig. 8 where we compare the computedI c

(0)(w) ~curve 1! and
I c

(1)(w) ~curve 2!#; term I c
(1c) was introduced to better fit th

height of the maxima in the experimentalI c
(1)(H) depen-

dence. Although this term does not follow from our curre
theory, it may appear in the real system as a result o
parametric nonlinear interaction of the Josephson junc
with its own ac field. For our experimental conditions w
find I c

(1a)51.7, I c
(1b)51.15, I c

(1c)50.6, w15p/2, w25

2p/2, w352p/2. The theoreticalI c
(1)(H) dependences

with and without theI c
(1c) term are shown in Fig. 2~b! as

curves 1 and 2, respectively, along with the conventio
I c

(0)(H) dependence~curve 3!. Reasonable agreement b
tween theoretical curve 2 with the experimentalI c

(1)(H) data
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@solid circles in Fig. 2~a!# is seen. The complicated shape
the I c

(1)(H) dependence is caused by a significant contri
tion of the I c

(1b)sin(2w1w2) term.
To examine how the onset of superconductivity in t

middle N layer influences the FBJE, we compared the
perimental temperature dependence of the step height~see
scatter plot in Fig. 4! with the theoretical temperature depe
dence of the partial critical currentIc

(1)(T) ~solid curve in
Fig. 4!. The theoretical dependence is calculated from E
~5!, where the Josephson part is} f 1f 1

† . In the experimental
dependence, one sees a steep rise of the step height a
temperature decreases in the range between 1.85 K and
K, which may be associated with the superconducting tr
sition of the N layer.11,30 The theoretical dependence wa
calculated using an Al critical temperatureTc

Al51.9 K. The
theory qualitatively reproduces the behavior observed in
experiment, in particular, a considerable decrease of the
height when the middle Al electrode becomes normal. F
T.Tc

Al , the step is substantially depressed, but it does
vanish completely@as can be seen from Fig. 3~b!#. Such a
behavior indicates that transport through ABS levels m
exist in the double-barrier devices even forT.Tc

Al . Al-
though the ABS band structure is changed when the mid
electrode becomes superconducting, the underlying b
physical processes responsible for electrical transport
very similar in both cases.

IV. DISCUSSION

We now discuss in more detail the physical origin of t
ABS structure and its relation to the experimentally me
sured conductivity of SINIS junctions. Physically, the AB
structure is caused by quasiparticle interference involv
both ordinary and Andreev reflections in the potential w
~with width dN.jBCS) formed by theD(x) profile. For E
.D, the walls of the potential well become smeared o
which, fordN<jBCS, tends to keep the ABS level position a
E.D. According to Figs. 8 and 9 a sharp singularity atE
.D is present in the local EDS of adjacent N and S el
trodes. Also from Figs. 8 and 9 one may infer that the AB
peak positions are slightly different in N and S~inside N the
ABS level position is slightly lower than it is inS). Curve 1
in Fig. 10~b! shows the experimental differential conducti
ity of a SINIS junction whose CVC is given in Fig. 10~a!.
The experimental data were numerically fitted@curve 2 in
Fig. 10~b!# using our theoretical model with the followin
parameters:dN50.95, xB1520.35, xB250.35, Z150.35,
Z250.15 andDt i55.7. The lower peak atV.1.7DNb /e
@see curve 2 in Fig. 10~b!# corresponds to a resonance
Vd5(EA(1)

S 1EA
N)/e ~here EA(1)

S and EA
N are the ABS level

positions inside the left S and the N electrodes, respectiv!
in the quasiparticle tunneling between the ABS singularit
in adjacent electrodes. The upper peak in curve 2 is relate
a similar resonance atVd5(EA(1)

S 1EA(2)
S )/e ~whereEA(2)

S is
the ABS level position in the right electrode!. Curve 3 in the
Fig. 10~b! corresponds to the differential conductivity of a
equivalent SIS junction~i.e., having the same superconduc
ing parameters for the S electrodes as the SINIS junc
4-10
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has!, as obtained using the BCS density of states; one can
that the BCS peak atV.2DNb /e is much broader than th
ABS-related peaks.

We suggest that the calculated splitting in the ABS le
positions}EA

S2EA
N has been observed in the experimen

differential conductivity curves at sufficiently low temper
tures @see dI/dV curves at 1.8 and 2.5 K in Fig. 5, an
experimental curve 1 in Fig. 10~b!#. Indeed, theoretical curve
2 in Fig. 10~b! qualitatively reproduces all the main featur
observed in experimental curve 1 quite well. Here, the
perimental curve is shown for 1.8 K, whereas the theoret
curve is calculated for 2.2 K. In the calculations, the te
perature was regarded as a fitting parameter to account
possible self-heating of the sample during the experimen
the bias current at a voltage close to the gap-sum volta
Using T51.8 K in the calculations gives a slightly large
splitting of the two peaks.

Note that the additional feature that often appears in
CVC of SINIS junctions above theTc of Al @as marked by an
arrow in Fig. 10~a!#, at a voltage, slightly lower than th
gap-sum voltage was earlier explained as a gap-differe
feature resulting from an extreme superconducting gap
hancement in the Al due to nonequilibrium tunnel extract
of quasiparticles.24 On the basis of empirical observations o
similar junctions, one of the authors of this paper sugges
that the feature may be due to a peak in the density of st
of Al, but without an accompanying energy gap.32 It appears
now that the theory presented here indeed yields the struc
observed in the experiment, and that the underlying phys
mechanism does not require a superconducting energy g
the Al. Therefore, the present theory offers an alternative
the ‘‘classical’’ explanation of the origin of the feature give

FIG. 10. ~a! Typical CVC of a Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlO x /Nb junc-
tion atT51.8 K which displays a ‘‘gap-difference’’ feature~marked
by the arrow!. ~b! Experimental differential conductivity of the
same junction~curve 1! in comparison with theoretical curve
obtained for a SINIS junction withdN50.95, xB1520.35, xB2

50.35, Z150.35, Z250.15, andDt i55.7. Curve 3 is the differ-
ential conductivity computed using the BCS density of states iS
electrodes.
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by Blamireet al.24 Since this is an important physical issu
~pertinent to the question of whether or not an attractive p
ing potential does exist in a superconductor far aboveTc),
additional, more direct, experiments are needed to clarify
origin of the feature.

The presence of sharp ABS levels in the excitation sp
trum of SINIS junctions affects not only the quasipartic
component of electric current, but the Josephson compo
of current as well. Specifically, the ABS level atE.D re-
sults in the second Josephson current step atV.DNb /e ~see
Fig. 1!, which is unique to SINIS junctions. For ordinar
lumped SIS junctions, there is only the one current step
V50; for VÞ0, the dc Josephson current turns into an
cillating current with frequencyvJ52eV/\. As a result,
each Cooper pair~CP! loses energyE12E252eV on tra-
versing the junction, and recombines into the superfluid c
densate. The energy lost,\vJ, is radiated into the environ
ment @see Fig. 11~a!# as an electromagnetic wave. Th
recombination process occurs in a time of ordert rec.\/D,
and on a short distance of order;jBCS ~where jBCS
5\vF /pD is the BCS coherence length!. However, a differ-
ent scenario may take place in SINIS junctions where
ABS level may appear at a finite energyE5EAÞ0. Width
Gn of the ABS peak atE/D.1 is related with ratetABS

21 of
quasiparticle recombination from the upper localized AB
level into the superfluid condensate and is very small,Gn

5\(tABS
21 1tesc

21).0.1D. Consequently, the lifetime of qua
siparticles in this ABS level is quite long, about 10\/D. The
corresponding recombination lengthl ABS.10jBCS is also
quite large. Therefore, each of the two phase-correlated e
trons injected from the left electrode reside in the ABS le
for a relatively long time@see Fig. 11~b!#, which may con-
siderably exceed their escape timetesc5(dN1dS)/vF ~where
dS is the thickness of each of the S layers! from the junction
region to the external circuit; i.e., a fraction of Cooper pa

FIG. 11. Schematic diagram showing:~a! nonstationary Joseph
son effect atVÞ0 in a SIS junction and~b! tunneling processes tha
contributes to the phase-coherent dc current atV.EA in an SINIS
junction.
4-11
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leave the junction region before recombination occurs wh
still carrying a finite energy.2eV per each pair. The energ
of the injected pairs in the junction region is preserved,
sulting in a dc nonequilibrium supercurrentcarried by in-
jected pairs at afinite-bias voltage V.EA /e ~FBJE!, along
with the ordinary ac supercurrent}I c

(0)sinvJt. Such a situa-
tion may take place in an SINIS junction under conditi
t rec.tesc ~an even more favorable condition,t rec@tesc, can
be achieved by appropriately adjusting the junction geo
etry!.

The ABS peaks in the electron density of states beco
suppressed when the concentration of nonmagnetic imp
ties increases. The reason for this behavior is that elec
momentump becomes a ‘‘bad’’ quantum number in th
‘‘dirty’’ case, in contrast to the ‘‘clean’’ case, wherep may be
regarded as a ‘‘good’’ quantum number. If the electro
impurity collisions become frequent~i.e., Dt i!1), p is not
conserved, and the conditions for forming sharp ABS ene
levels become unfavorable.

A qualitative picture of the nonequilibrium supercurre
associated with the subgap step~cf. Fig. 1! can be under-
stood if one takes into account some peculiar features of
SINIS structure, which we mentioned in Sec. III:~i! the
probability of Andreev reflection at the NS interface has
peak atV5D/e and, at this point, may be comparable wi
that of the pure NS interface and~ii ! due to the presence o
the second barrier, a coherent transport process is possib
this voltage, if the Fermi level of one S layer is aligned w
the ABS level of the counterpart NIS structure atV.D/e
~which can be achieved using ‘‘asymmetric’’ SINIS stru
tures, where the two barriers have slightly different transp
encies!. This, according to our theoretical model, will lead
stabilization of the phase difference between the S electro
and, as a consequence, to stabilization of the ABS level
sition ~the phases between the S electrodes normally bec
uncorrelated when the current through the junction exce
the ordinary Josephson critical valueI c

(0) ; the energy of the
ABS levels, if present, will then oscillate with time44!. As a
result, a stationary Josephson current may flow at this
ticular voltage. Similar stabilization of the phase differen
may occur in an ordinary SIS junction, for example, as
result of a spatial resonance, leading to the well-known Fi
steps in the CVC;45 the steady-state solution of the equati
for the phase is then applicable.46 In the latter case, howeve
no additional source of the Josephson current appears a
step.

As can be noticed from the theoretical plot@dashed curve
in Fig. 3~b!#, the first sharp feature in the conductivity
positioned slightly above theDNb value, because the peak
the nonequilibrium distribution function of phase-correlat
electrons injected into an ABS level from the adjacent
electrode happens at energy slightly higher thanDNb . The
second feature, which originates from a quasiparticle tun
ing between two sharp ABS singularities~one of them local-
ized in the N electrode, while the other in the adjacen
electrode! is situated slightly below the 2DNb value, because
the ABS level energy in Al is lower thanDNb @in agreement
with experimental data shown by solid curve in Fig. 3~b!#.

The negative slope of the CVC at the onset of the s
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~see Fig. 1! is not described by the above theory, because
theory implies the voltage-biased regime~which is easier to
treat theoretically!, whereas the current-biased regim
~which is easier to realize in practice! was used in the ex-
periment. The negative slope may be related with the c
version of a fraction of the dissipative current to a nondis
pative current when the bias energy reaches the upper A
level. In an ideal case, all the current becomes nondiss
tive, and the junction can eventually ‘‘switch’’ back to
zero-voltage state. In practice, the system may oscillate
tween the two states~corresponding toV50 andV.D/e).
This oscillatory behavior was likely observed by one of t
authors in an earlier experiment.32

From Fig. 1, one can see that the step atDNb may have
multiple branches. This fine structure is also not described
the theory presented here. We suggest that the observe
havior may also be attributed to the complex electrodyna
of the system in the current-bias regime.

We now discuss alternative physical mechanisms for
experimentally observed steplike feature atV.DNb /e.

~i! Suppose that intrinsic superconductivity of the midd
Al is present, so that the two supercurrent steps, one aV
50 and the second atV.DNb /e, appear as a result of se
quential switching to the resistive state of the two Joseph
junctions. However, as we discussed in the preceding
tion, this possibility should be ruled out; although a tran
tion to the superconducting state of the N layer enhances
effect, a trace of the step persists up to temperatures con
erably higher than any reasonableTc for the N layer.

~ii ! One could ask if the step is caused by a Fiske re
nance; however, the voltage position of the step does
depend on the junction size. Moreover, although the dc co
ponent of the ac Josephson current may be high aV
.DNb /e due to increased dissipation of the ac field at t
voltage, it cannot exceed theI c value for lumped junctions.46

We estimate that the Josephson penetration depthlJ for our
most transparent junctions withj c.1 kA/cm2 ~considered
here! is >10m ~assuming that the London penetration dep
lL.100 nm for Nb films!. This means that the current i
nearly homogeneously distributed over the area of the ju
tion, so that the dc component of the ac Josephson cur
cannot exceed theI c value. However, as can be seen fro
Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!, the height of the second step may exce
the I c value considerably~the difference is especially pro
nounced in the case described in Ref. 11!. Therefore, a step
of this height may only occur if an additional source of t
Josephson current turns on at a voltageV.DNb /e.

~iii ! Another phenomenon that should be discussed is
well-known multiple Andreev reflection~MAR!.47–51Such a
phenomenon was observed in numerous experiments inv
ing various types of superconducting weak links. In the e
perimental CVC, it is observed as a series of steplike featu
at bias voltagesV52D/ne, wheren is an integer.48,49A nec-
essary condition for the structure to appear is the presenc
atomic-size direct-conductivity channels, or a very hi
~close to unity! transparency of the interfaces~in case of SNS
junctions!.48,50,51We have already pointed out above that t
MAR-associated structure has a very low amplitude for o
experimental system due to the low transparencya1,2
4-12
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;1025 of the SN interfaces~unlike the systems cited above!.
Note that, not only the step atV5DNb /e ~cf. Fig. 1!, but also
the gap structure atV52DNb /e @cf. Figs. 1~b!, 5, and 10~b!#
differ in shape from the MAR features reported earlier. S
cifically, the peak atV52DNb /e in the conductivity is very
narrow and sharp, unlike the ordinary MAR features.47,48

The experimentally observed features in the conductivity
our SINIS junctions are also different from those recen
described theoretically by Brinkman and Golubov.16 These
authors considered coherent effects in SINIS junctions,
they concentrated on the ordinary Josephson current at
voltage, along with the single-electron excitation current.
a result, they obtained a MAR structure which must be v
weak for low-transparency barriers at the interfaces.

Although we considered the simplest case where only
pronounced ABS energy level appears atEA.D in a double
barrier SINIS junction, the real situation may be more co
plicated. Additional levels at finite energy may appear~and
contribute to the features in the CVC! if the thickness of the
middle N electrode becomes significantly larger than the
herence length. This case, however, is harder to realize in
experiment for technical reasons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental data obtained on the SINIS junctions~based
on Nb and Al! strongly indicate the presence of substan
contribution from coherent processes to the transport cha
teristics. This contribution is seen both in the ‘‘supercondu
ing’’ branch of the current-voltage characteristic~most strik-
ing evidence is a current step at a finite dc voltageV
5D/e), as well as in the ‘‘quasiparticle’’ branch~a narrow,
as compared with the width of the BCS singularity, peak
V52D/e, which may split into two peaks at lower temper
tures!. The proposed theoretical model provides a qualitat
explanation of these and other experimental facts~such as a
zero-bias anomaly observed on some samples! using the idea
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5D/e is interpreted as a phase-coherent dc supercurren
jected into a narrow ABS energy level. A specific shape
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Finite-Bias Josephson Effect~FBJE!, is explained by an un-
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supercurrent component responsible for the observed cu
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into account the onset of intrinsic superconductivity in t
middle N layer.

The narrow peak in the differential conductivity atV
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of the quasiparticle current associated with injection into
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